
B45 SENS
The SENS Collection will seduce you with the SENSuality 
of its design. The very harmonious lines of this faucet 
are consistent with the current round-square trend. 
In addition to being pleasant to touch thanks to its 
ergonomic shape, its modern design with softer and 
warmer curves fits as much with a large square sink as 
it does with an oval classic washbasin. 



Wall-mounted tub faucet 
with hand shower

B45-2001-00-xx

Easy installation
Very sturdy and easy 
installation thanks to 
the one-piece rough

European cartridge
Made with high 

performance ceramic, this 
cartridge is amongst the 

most durable on the market

High quality 
material

BARiL faucets last longer 
because they are forged of solid 

brass thicker than average 

B45 SENS

Comfortable spray
Many jets on a large surface 
result in a high comfort of use

Plastic hand shower 
Very light and does 
not conduct heat

Matte
Black (KK)

Satin 
Brass (LL)

Brushed 
Nickel (NN)

Satin 
Copper (VV)

Polished 
Nickel (YY)

Gold (GG)

Chrome (CC)

Venetian 
 Bronze (TT)

43" extensible brass hose
Very durable, soft to the touch, 
extensible for the ease of use 
but does not lay on the 
bottom of the tub

Integrated diverter 
Robust and easy to use, the 

push-button diverter can also 
be locked in pushed position

Filling the bathtub in 
6 min 45 for 150 l

Flow rate: 
5.8 gpm (22 l/min) - 60 psi

Type P 
version 
available

Durable 
ceramic 
cartridge

Ecological
options
available

BARiL 
equals 
quality



Good flow rate
This bath spout will fill your tub in about 
6 minutes 45 seconds for 150 l.

Bath spout laminator
This bath spout is equipped with a laminator that 
allows a beautiful crystal clear and splash-free stream.



B05-1269-00-xx B05-1269-00-xx-175 B05-1269-00-xx-150

2.0 gpm - 80 psi
7,6 l/min - 80 psi

1.75 gpm - 80 psi
6,6 l/min - 80 psi

1.5 gpm - 80 psi
5,7 l/min - 80 psi

High quality spray

Ecological Options (Hand shower)

BARiL is supporting the 
environment by offering options 
to reduce the water flow thereby 
economising your water usage

This handshower provides steady, soft and 
comfortable jets. With over 65 jets on a large 
surface, the comfort of use is unparalleled!



Integrated Diverter
Robust and visually pleasing, this practical 
push-button diverter can be locked in the 
pushed position. To lock it, simply push and 
turn of a quarter clockwise. To unlock it, just 
turn it again. It could not be simpler. 



BARiL faucets are designed with both 
style and function in mind. The perfect 
alignement of moving parts like the handle 
versus the plate, as well as the beauty of 
the thin, solid brass plate, are only two 
examples of our dual design thinking.

Model: B45-2001-00-xx

Total width: 15"

Spout length: 8-7/8”

Spout reach: 7-1/2”

Dimensions:

Attention to Detail

225 mm
8-7/8"

299 mm
11-3/4"

190 mm
7-1/2"

380 mm
15"

140 mm
5-1/2"



Trouble free installation thanks to a one-piece rough 
mounted on a steel plate: easy to fix and to level, no 
risk of misalignment of the faucet elements. 

Easy installation

Plastic protectors
Provide help for the rough installation 

(indication of depth versus finished wall), and 
protect the rough during finishing steps

Adjustable depth 
from your finished wall

Check & shut-off valves

1” range of depth adjustment 

Reliable faucet, easy to maintain: 
no need to close the main water 

supply to remove the cartridge


